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In preparation for the IIASA Workshop on Integrated Management
of Regional Energy/Environment Systems, each of the three
collaborating institutions* has written a short overview of
the institutional structure of the energy/environment planning
and management within its region and also given an indication
of the nature of the corresponding models and information sys-
tems. These three preliminary overviews, contained in this
working paper, will be expanded and refined in final papers
presented at the workshop.
Wesley K. Foell
*Energy System and Policy Research Grouo
University of Wisconsin, USA
Institut Economique et Juridique de L'Energie
Grenoble, France
Institut fftr Energetik, German Democratic
Republic
This1paper is one of a series describing a multidisciplinary
IIASA research program on Integrated Energy System Modelling
and Policy Analysis. The initial phase of this research program
is focused on the energy systems of three retions: the State of
Wisconsin in the U.S.A.; the German Democratic Republic; and the
Rhone-Alpes Region in France. ｾ ｨ ･ primary purposes of the study
are at least three-fold:
(1) To identify existing patterns of regional energy use
and supply at appropriate levels of disaggregation.
(2) To compare alternative methodologies for regional
energy forecasting, planning, and policy development.
(3) -To use the ,above methodoloqies to examine alternate
energy policy strategies for .each of the regions, to
explore their implications from various perspectives
using sets of indicators related to environmental
impacts, energy use efficiency, etc., and to evaluate
the adequacy of the alternative methodologies as
policy tools.
Out of these above three items should evolve improved
methodologies for energy systems research and policy analysis.
The ｣ ｯ ｭ ｰ ｡ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｶ ｾ method, intersecting the different disciplines
and nations which would be involved in this project, should
serve as a powerful tool to the mutual benefit of the parti-
cipating nations as well as to other countries facing similar
energy problems. It could also serve as a prototype for similar
studies on other resources such as materials, water, air, i.e.
as a vehicle for development of an approach for improved resource
management.
W.K. Foell
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. Starting from the socialist production conditions in the GDR
there arises the posbibility and necessity of entire social plan-
ning. That is due to all ｾ ｰ ｨ ･ ｲ ･ ｳ of national economy including
power industry.
Power industry.influences all spheres of social life and com-
ｾＮ .
prises winning, . transformation, transport and application of all
energy carriers.
The Ministry for Coal and Energy is responsible for elaboration
and realization of national power policy. The base of this sphere
of ｡ ｣ ｾ ｩ ｶ ｩ ｴ ｹ are considered to be the resolutions of the Socialist
Unity Party of Germany. The Ministry for Coal and Energy works
according to the principles of economic policy of the country
accepted by the ｃ ｯ ｾ ｭ ｣ ｩ ｬ of Ministers and is subordinated to the
Council of Kinisters •
The state rlanning ｃ ｯ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｩ Ｘ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ is ｄ ｵ ｢ ｯ ｲ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｡ ｴ ･ ､ to the Council of
1:inisters as the ｾ ｯ ｳ ｴ important staff organ which elaborates the
strategy of development of national industry and therefore is con-
sidered to be an important partner in the process of planning
power industry.
The Association. of Nationally-Ovmed Factories (VVB) of Brown
Coal, Hard Coal, Power Stations and Power Supply as well as the
Complex of Gas Factory Pl;:mts "Schwarze Pumpe" (Black Pump) are
subordinated to the Ministry for Goal and Energy. The single
producing factories are subordi.nated to the Association of Na-
tionally-Owned Factories. The Association of Nationally-O\med
Factories of Power Stations for instance comprises the great
lignite power stations, nuclear power stations, gas turbine
power stations, pumped-storage power stations and the grid sy-
stem beginning with 220 kV. The Association of Nationally-Owned
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Factories of Power Supply is divided territorially. In each di-
strict there exists one factory of power supply. whereby mostly
two or three of such factories £:.re united to complexes of power
enterprises. To the factories of power supply belong heating
pla.nts, greater heating works. gas works and stations for di-
stribution of electric energy, gas and district heat. They are
considered to be the market organs of power industry for these
energy carriers.
Thus the Ministry for Coal and Energy is responsible for the
greatest part of power delivery. As exclusions are only to be
regarded the primary working of mineral oil which falls to the
sphere of the Ninistry of Chemical Industry, the winning of na-
tural gas which is subordinated to the ｾ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｹ of Geology, and
the industrial power plants in the different branches of indu-
stry as well as the municipally-owned heating works and other
plants of local significance.
Under consideration of the responsibility for the strategy of
development of power industry the Hinistry for Coal and Energy
has to fulfil a double function :
1. It is responsible for the delivery of energy carriers by its
subordinated economic units, i.e. about 78 % of total prima-
ry energy.
2. It is responsible for realization of principles of rational
use of energy and thus for power policy in all spheres of na-
tional industry and social life, including all energy carriers.
The most important instrument for realization of power policy'
is regarded to be the plan, especially the energy plan. This
plan has been elaborated ｳ ｩ ｮ ｾ ･ more than 10 years by all essen-
tial ｰ ｯ ｷ ･ ｲ Ｍ ｣ ｯ ｾ ｳ ｵ ｭ ｩ ｮ ｧ factories and institutions for annual and
five-year planning.
As the aims of planning are subordinated to the interests of
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whole society the process of planning is centrally leaded by the
Government ｡ ｾ ､ is carried through by means of coordination on
all levels of leadership up to the factories in which working
people playa decisive role in deterrr.ining the figures of ope-
rating plans.
The GDR is a member of the Council of Mutual Economic Aid. The
plano of the member-countries, especially the five-year plans, are
coordinated with each other, in order to gain a steady and quick
development of national industries of all socialist countries.
The planning is carried through by means of coordination over
different periods. Thereby we chiefly distinguish between annual
planping, five-year planning and long-term planning which compri-
ses some decades especially in power industry. In this connection
the forecast of scientific-technical development of single proces-
ses and procedures in which is to be seen a presupposition for a
qualified planning, is of great importance.
As starting point for the planning of power industry is regarded
the planning of demand for service energy. In this connection there
is necessary a detailed knowledge of development of national in-
dustry, above all of intended production of energy-intensive pro-
ducts and of development of living standard. Noreover there are
required inforfi.ations about scientific-technical development of
processes in which energy is applied, in order to derive from it
w
the development of data characterizing the specific pder consump-
tion.
By means of the so-called substitution optimization model (SOM)
there is elected from different possibilities of designing pro-
cesses and of applying energy carriers such a possibility which
results in the lowest social expenditure with reference to the
production of a certain assortment of products.
From the service energy determined by means of econoffiic-mathemati-
cal models and global methods there are calculated the necessary
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total amount of aJ.l energy carriers and the demand for pri-
mary energy in a second phase of planning.
In the long-term planning an optiffiization model is used which
considers the jnterlacement of energy carriers between each
other (the ｬ ｯ ｮ ｾ Ｍ ｴ ･ ｲ ｲ ｮ planning comprises about two decades).
The application of this model, the so-called production opti-
mization model (POw.) leads to the election of such a variant
combination of energy-winning and Ｍ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｮ ｳ ｦ ｯ ｾ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ plants, by
which the demand for service energJT can be covered with,a mi-
nimum social ehpenditure. Certainly these calculations are supp-
lemented by calculations on the ｢ ｡ ｳ ｾ ｯ ｦ global methods, above all
as far as it concerns such periods exceeding the year 2000 0
This ph8se of planning is connected with investigations on,
scientific-technical development of procedures for Winning,'
transport and trrolsformation of energyo The calculations require
detailed knowlcdges about sources of energy available in the
｣ ｯ ｾ ｭ ｴ ｲ ｹ and about possibilities of import. Moreover certain eco-
ｮ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｣ sizes, as investments, wages, prices for imported energy
carriers, are of importance for the calculations.
After this phase of planning of power industry there are follow-
ing investigations about incorporating these results in the de-
velopment of vnl01e power industry, i.e. in relation to the de-
mand for investments and manpower, the expenditure on import of
energy carriers and energy equipment and to the factors of en-
vironmental' load. From these investigations on the one hand arise
concrete tasks for scientific-tech-l'lical researches (development
of improved procedures of winning, transformation, transport
and use of energy etc.) and on the other hand starting points
for new calculations of service and primary energy.
This iterative process is repeated up to that time, where is
reached a sufficient degree of correspondence of energetic de-
mands with the possibilities of national industry.
A special attention is pa.id to the r'elations between power in-
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dustry and environmental protection. The measures of environ-
mental protection are included in the development of national
economy systematically in that way that they exercise an effec-
. tive influence on safeguard of social reproduction process.
A corresponding example consists in a possibly extensive use
of waste products as secondary material.
The ｾｩｮｩｳｴｲｹ of Environmental Protection and Water Economy has
elaborated main ftirections for development of ･ ｮ ｶ ｩ ｲ ｯ ｮ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｬ pro-
tection up to 1980. Starting from these directions there are
created'concrete conceptions for diEtricts of industrial conur-
bation on the base of socialist legislation for environmental
conservation.
In 1975 two thirds of the investments on environmental protec-
tion are conceDtrated upon districts of industrial conurbation
which simultaneously are considered to be the most important
areas of power industry.
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For understanding the contents and mechanism of model system
and the ､ ｩ ｦ ｦ ･ ｲ ･ ｬ Ｎ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｡ ted use "of several sub-models the knowledge
of a uniform basic structure of all optimization models is of
essential importance.
Uniform basic structure
The aim of optimization consists in a minimum of total social
expenditure under consideration of essential restrictions. For
that aim serves the factor of expenditure being obligatory for
the whole power industry. BeBides single and current expenditures
this factor contains the demand for surplus for extended repro-
duction qf productive funds (investments and extension of cir-
culating medium) ｡ ｾ ､ the social consumption. Both sizes are
applicable to social average. They are being derived from sizes
of national economy. Social concumption means application of
net income in the unproductive sphere for
- science, as far as it is not directly inteerated in the pro-
duction,
- public education,
- culture,
- public hygiene and sanitation,
- national defence,
- state adminiE.tra tion.
The demand for extended reproduction of productive funds is
regarded by the factor of accumulation q.
q = 1, 065 Ｎ ｾ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｴ in its temporary development
It is related to investments.
The factor of consumption qk is related to wages. It is consi-
dered to be a temporarily dependent size.
Year 1971-1975
1,7
Ｑ Ｙ Ｗ Ｖ ｾ Ｑ Ｙ Ｘ Ｐ
1 ,9
1981-1985
2,1 .
1986-1990
2,4
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In practical modeling the factor of expenditure is used in
form of cash-value.
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Besides minimization of expenditure there are to be considered
the following principles :
1. Each expenditure which has alrea.dy been realized is not·cal-
culated once more, 1£. that it is not necessary to take into
account related to ｦ ｾ ､ ｳ sizes as amortizations, gain etc. for
plants which already existed at the beginning of the period of
consideration.
2. The working life of plants is only restricted by their physi-
cal working life. The calculation of optimization decides on
the economic working life by means of moral wear.
3. There is not allowed any economic double valuation, i.e. there
are only scheduled those components of expenditure which are
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flowing to the syGtem from outside in form of investments,
expenditures of material for imported energy carriers and other
raw materials and auxiliary agents, wages and aid from outside.
What concerns energy carriers being [,enerated in power industry
they are not furtller calculated in ｦ ｯ ｲ ｾ of expenditures of ener-
gy carriers.
4. In order to guarantee the comparability of all elements of
expenditure there is taken into account the structure of ener-
gy carriers and installations which exist at the end of the pe-
riod of consideration in their infinite effectiveness o
5. The right ｩ ｮ ｴ ｺ ｲ ｣ ｯ ｮ ｾ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ of several temporal points in a pe-
riod of consj.deration is extremely decisive in relation to the
results of ｣ ｡ ｬ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｎ Thereby we start from a real optimization
of periods which permits the mutual influence of all installations
in a range exceeding the single periods. of the systemo In this con-
nection there is applied the principle of permanent forward 'and
backward calculation •
By this procedure it becomes necessary to create such models that
their balances of material interlacing also comprise the total
space of time. By that way the balances of the single temporal
points are clearly emphasized. Simultaneously ist becomes possible
to interlace the technical-tec'(mological, material-technical, .
resource-conditioned and economic restrictions with each other.
6. Each plant or resource is scheduled by its efficiency x orien-
tated towards time ( installed capacity or arranged maximum
delivery) and their temporally differentiated rate of utilization
y. The relations between these two factors are expressed by the
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condi tion
7. Y-sizes are introduced only for those temporal points and
plants for which there are to be expected a rate of utiliza-
tion and operation varying in dependence on,time. Besides that
there are applied capacitive sizes Xl which are characterized by
a ｣ｯｮｳｴｾｮｴ or previously determined ､ ｩ ｦ ｦ ｾ ｲ ･ ｮ ｴ rate of utilization.
8. The registration is not done annually, but only in each n-year.
In the last years for instance there were scheduled the fol-
lowing years:
1976; 1978; 1980;1985; 1990,
whereby the reference year was considered to be 1975.
9. This gradation may lead to a distorted reflection of economic
influence coefficients. In order to restrict this appearance
there was modelled a linear development of demand and.elements of
expenditure between spaces of time over several years.
This relatively siffiple description of basic structure of models
clearly shows that we start from a consequent consideration of
spaces of time. The insulated consideration of only one point of
time leads to serious error estimations.
Model system
The strategical model system of power industry in the GDR is
a hierarchic one.
starting point of all considerations are regarded to be models
which are located on the central level. They consist of the
central production optimization model and the substitution opti-
mization model (ZPOM and SOM).
The central production optimization model represents a central
model of power industry in the narrower sense. It comprises all
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plants of winning, transformation and import of energy carriers.
To them belong all plants of
coal industry
gas industry
electroencrgy industry
primary working of mineral oil
public heat supply
important industrial power plants
and heating plants,
independently on their subordination to a certain level of lea-
dership.
The load of ･ ｬ ･ ｣ ｴ ｲ ｾ ･ ｮ ｣ ｲ ｧ ｹ system and gas system is represented
approximatively in steps.
The size of demand is the demand for service energy of the whole
country or the demand for energy carriers ｯ ｵ ｴ ｾ ｩ ､ ･ of power in-
dustry.
This model is used permanently for aims of planning and research.
The substitution optimization model is also concentrated on the
central level. It comprises energy-intensive processes which are
to be decided on central level (i.e. production of iron and steel,
bUilding materials as cement, bricks, aluminium, copper, chlo-
rine, plastic and ･ ｬ ｾ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｣ materials, transport industry etc.)
and energetic mass processes, the principal direction of which
is to be determined. These both central models may be operated
in a single and iterative way or in a mathematical coupling.
Each branch of power industry itself which is represented in the
central model has its ovm model. By means of these models it is
possible to simulate the.several plants and their seasonal ｢ ･ ｾ Ｎ
haviour far more exactly. The aggregation is essentially lower.
The disadvantage of these models consists in the impossibility
to take into consideration all influence sizes of power industry.
Therefore there can only be reached usable results, if they are
used in the model system or on the base of calculated restric-
tions applicable to whole power industry ( certain exclusions
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are only permitted in the case of, ,special researches).
The third decisive component are cODcidered to be the ｯ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｩ ｺ ｡ ﾭ
tion models of territorial structure (TSM). These models opti-
mize power supply to be Qetermined on terrritorial level. In
this ｣ ｯ ｾ ｾ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ the most important points are regarded to be
supply of population, ｣ ｯ ｾ ｮ ｵ ｮ ｡ ｬ economy and locally led industry.
The ｾｯ､･ｬｳ are ｣ ｯ ｾ ｮ ･ ｣ ｴ ･ ､ with each other by a special coupling
algorithm.
The model system is operated as follows :
1. On the base of calculations of central models the sUb-models
get premises about highest and lowest limits of demand and
the possible supply of energy carriers. In the same way are
demonstrated the specific expenditures of energy carriers
which were delivered from other spheres of industry. Thus the
central model (ZPOM) is withdrawn from the further ｰ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｾ ｳ of
calculations.
2. On this base the subdomains and territories calculate any num-
ber of variants, but at least two.
3. The results of these investigations and differentiated va-
riants of the substitution optimization model are introduced
into the coupling algorithm in form of variants o The coupling
algorithm is also based on the principle of linear optimiza-
tion and minimization of expenditures. The input of several
variants is done complexly in a rigid material coupling with
the value of aim function. As each double counting must be
avoided the costs of energy carriers which were delivered from
other spheres of industry are again eliminated in advance.
For each variant there exist three possibilities :
1 • It is used completely Value = 1
2. It is not used Value = 0
3. It is used partially Value ｾ 0 and
< 1
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It becomes evident that there may arise mixed variants. In the
case of Bixed variants the results are transmitted to sub-systems
for further precessing. It is to be proved under these conditions
whether such a mixture of variants is practically admissible. If
it is admissible the calculation is continued as follows:
1. The optimum variant or combination of variants gets the valua-
tion 'zero' for all energy carriers to be delivered. Simulta-
neously the sub-system gets the additional expenditures of
sub-optimum reference vectors of output derived from the coor-
dination model. Thus a counter-proposal must contain such an
economy that all losses arining in other ｳ ｵ ｢ ､ ｯ ｝ ｾ ｡ ｩ ｮ ｳ can be
comprehended by it.
2. The counter-proposals are taken over into the coordination mo-
del. Therby the ｦ ｯ ｲ ｾ ･ ｲ variants are not eliminated. That is
why the size of model steadily increases witheach step of '.
iteration.
3. The calculation is interrupted, if there is reached a certain
correspondence ｢ ･ ｴ ｾ ･ ･ ｮ the step nand (n + 1).
A special compensating block v:hich can cover, take up and reverse
deficiencies and excesses of several systems at each time leads
to a high flexibility, also ｾ ｾ ､ ･ ｲ the conditions of a relatively
rigid basic structure of gyeral variants in the coupling algo-
tithm.
The utilization of this Dlodel system is based on the principle
of democratic centralism. That means that ｳ ｵ ｢ Ｍ ｭ ｯ ､ ｾ ｳ on the one
hand are erected by those who have the greatest knowledge of sub-
ject, and on the other hand that interests are subordinated to
the whole. In dependence on the number of 'hierarchic ｬ ･ ｶ ｬ ｾ ｳ also
the reaction time increases essentially. Therefore the model sy-
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stern is characterized by such a structure that the system can be
applied in SODe combinations, i.e. it is not necessary in every
case to use the vnlole system at once.
Corresponding preJr..iGes for sub-models by the central model and
coordination model permi t abundant' scientific investigations.
In the practical use of modelling results the recognition is of
greatest significance that these results, are considered to be
the starting, but not the final points of complex energetic in-
vestigations carried through by specialists of aueral branches.
The results of calculations must fundamentally be analyzed by
groups of experts and mUEt substantially be extended with re-
gard to contents. It must not be forgotten that the advantage
of models consists in elaboration of essential connections. That
is why the work o,f experts must lead to an extension with re-
gard to contents which on the other hand results in new model
calculations.
We want especially to emphasize that the work with such econo-
mic-mathematical models is considered to be the more effective
the more they are integrated into the process of leading and
and pla,nning.
In the GDR it would be possible to gather good experience on the
base of ｾ ･ ｴ ｨ ｯ ､ ｳ of long-term energy planning which are described
in this cpntext. The corresponding procedures were regarded to
be a valuable aid for the elaboration of strategies of energetic
development.The good results which were reached in the fulfil-
ment of five-year plans and are based on the described methods
also plead for the quality gaineed in long-term ｰ Ｑ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ
In future we shall steadily continue the course taken in the
field of planning of power industry in the GDR. We expect espe-
cial success from the further extension of common planning with
the other socialist cOill1tries in the frame of the Council of
Mutual Economic Aid. That is considered to be one of the most
important tasks of our future work.
FRENCH ENERGY MODELS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO ENERGY/ENVIRON-
MENTAL PLANNING IN THE RHONE-ALPES REGION
Jean-Marie MARTIN
Dominique FINON
Institut Economique et Juridique de L'Energie
Grenoble, France
Translated by A.C. Foell
Part I
A model is always a simplified representation of reality
taken from a certain point of view which reflects the status and
the interest of the modeler (or of the one who is in charge of
it). This way one will find purely cognitive models, in other
words, models meant to improve a knowledge of reality (physical,
,
social cultural ••. ), and decision models, the use of which
would help a person or an institution to make the best possible
decision. In the sense of a similar ､ ｾ ｣ ｩ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ field, this ｬ ｡ ｾ ｴ
one will vary along with_the status, the functions, the tem-
poral horizon, the space of reference ••• of the determining
instance. In dealing with energy matters, for example, one
usually distinguishes between 1) the corporate models which
help in choosing a commercial strategy or a long term invest-
ment strategy in a given market (coal, oil, natural gas, elec-
ｾ ｲ ｩ ｣ ｩ ｴ ｹ .•. ) and 2) the public planning models put into practice
by a governmental authority in order to identify the incoheren-
cies which could be caused by incompatibilities between the
strategies of the firms. Thus, from one economy to another,
(United States, German Democratic Republic, France), the deci-
sion structure (in other words; the group of relations which
tie together among each other the decision centers of which we
have just spoken) changes. Here, the State can limit itself
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to an a posteriori and indirect monitoring of the activity of
the firms, whereas elsewhere, it is actually the State who
determines the objectives to which the latter must adapt their
program. In this case, the territory of intervention of the
firms and of the State can correspond to the limits of the
studied region when in another one it can greatly exceed it.
From these few considerations we maintain that no evalu-
ation of a model can be made, except an evaluation of their
intrinsic coherence, without referring to the objectives and
to the means of the authority by which or in the name of
which the model has been made. With reference to a given
region (State of Wisconsin, GDR, Rhone-Alpes region), the
relevancy of a decision model increases as a function of the
decision capability existing in the region.
How does the Rhone-Alpes region fit into the framework of
the economy and of French institutions?
I THE INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
Two aspects of the French economic and political organi-
zation are of importance for an understanding of the energy
and ･ ｮ ｶ ｩ ｲ ｯ ｮ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｾ ｬ decisions in the Rhone-Alpes region.
In the first place, for historical reasons the entire
French decision system is extremely centralized. This accounts
for the State apparatus in which sense all decisions are cen--
tralized in the high level administration (the ministers)
geographically concentrated in the capital, and also for the
important firms in which the power is also centralized at the
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registered office, which itself is located in the capital. These
two structures, of which we shall see the overlapping later on,
could be represented by bodies with greatly expanded heads and
with atrophied limbs, reduced to the executing orders coming from
the top (1) . For a long time, the framework of this execution of
orders was the department (Napoleonic creation) of small dimension
(about 90 in France) in order that it could not compete with the
central authority. Recently, a shift has been brought about,
namely the creation of the "Region" which regroups several depart-
ments (from 4 to 10), depending on the specific case), but which
does not yet dispose of a true autonomy. In simplified terms, we,
shall thus encounter the two following decision structures:
Public administration
Ministry of Industry
Enterprise
Registered office of
each enterprise
DICA D. Mines
•Departmental
level
DGE
Regional
management
Departmental
management
(l)If the least difficulty arises on this occasion, the depart-
ment or the region refers to the center which indicates how it
will find it agreeable to overcome the obstacle. If this indica-
tion is not sufficient, the center sends a high official who
settles the problem on the spot.
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In the public structure, as well as the planning, the monitor·,.
ing and the ｾ ･ ｧ ｵ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ are only carried out at the national level;
in other words they are uniform for the group of regions. The
regional and departmental levels collect information for the
sake of the center and inform the decisions of the center while
watching their application (2). In the area of energy and
environment the center does not have any group model available.
It limits itself to arbitration between the decisions taken by
the firms which, as we will see further on, produces good national
. models .•..
The second characteristic has referred to the status of the
corporations. The structure of the energy sector, in other words,
the relations which connect the firms between each other, in
this viewpoint, is very particular in this sense that it differs
from the one of other sectors of the economic industry. These
latter ones usually consistof a more or less important number
of firms of private national origin. The corporations of this
type have practically disappeared from the energy sector into
the extent where only two types of firms occur(3):
(2)This structure is so very resourceful that it is capable of
approaching all the innovations to shape them to their logic. A
recent study has pointed out, for example, that contrary to all
expectation, the generalization of the information processing in
French enterprises has favored the centralization. cf. Catherine
BALLE - The comput@r, a break in the reforms of structure of en-
terprises, Le Monde, 18 September, 1975.
(3)The emergence of "nuclear" leads, however, towards modifying
this situation since we help to check a part of the sombusticle
cycle by Pechiney-Ugine-Kuhlman who represents one of the largest
private French firms.
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- branches of multi-national firms which control about 50%
of the French petroleum market;
- public enterprises or mixed industry, either competing (CFP
and ELF-ERAP in the oil branch) or monopolistic (EDF, CDF,
GDF, CEA, SNAP, CNR ... ).
The first ones show a changeable autonomy according to the
structure and the strategy of the firm upon which they depend.
At any rate, they never decide by themselves since the stakes
are of some importance (large investment in the refining or
the transport, for example) •
For them the Region is at the most a sub-group of consumers
with which it agrees to consider the characteristics (quantity,
density, rate of crossing) in a model representing the conditions
of development of future sales. The results of the model can
influence the politics of the enterprise in the sense of the
placing of investments.
The second ones' show large power which is, however, far
from being complete because ,their public status makes them sub-
ordinate to the State authority. This subordination varies,
however, according to the extent into which the enterprise shows
a monopoly or not (the guardianship of the State is less constrai-
ning for the firms like CFP and ELF ERAP which compete with the
branches of the multi-national oil enterprises) and can face or
not its investment charges (EDF which had become more than 50%
self-financing, had acquired a much larger autonomy than CDF or
GDF). No matter what their exact impact is in the final decision
-- in other words, especially the one which concerns new invest-
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ments -- all these firms resort to models in order to diminish
the uncertainty which encourages the evolution of their market,
prices of their newly imported materials and ｴ ･ ｾ ｨ ｮ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｩ ･ ｳ to which
they resort. But these models, as we shall see, are conceived
by and for the center. The regional specifications have only
been taken into consideration in the form of exogeneous data and
of restraints:
- probable evolution of the energy consumption
the availabilities in energy sources
- or, in sites and in water cooling for the large installations.
* * * *
Before passing by a short description of models ｰ ｬ ｡ ｾ ｮ ･ ､
and used by the firms in the national plan, one could say a
few words of the ties between the two deuermming structures.
It really is the mechanism of the State which came first because
it is a pillar of the entire history of a ｮ｡ｾｩｯｮ dominated by the
struggle of the center (the monarchy) against the provinces
(the feudal systems). The second structure, that of the firms,
has been traced back to the first for reasons easy to understand.
Since the foreign oil firms have been installed in France, from
the beginning of the century, they have tried to influence a
legislation which has not always been favorable to them, and, in
order to do this, have installed their aerials as close as pos-
sible to the state power. Later on, since the great wave of
nationalization of 1945, rationalization will be synonyme for
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uniformization - standardization - centralization •.. as a
reaction against the crumbling away of the mechanism of produc-
tion (especially electricity and gas), which is the result of a
slightly dynamic and slightly concentrated capitalism. Between
all these heads, the osmosis will be made ｣ ｯ ｾ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ ｡ ｢ ｬ ｹ easier
and will be speeded up by another aspect of the French central-
ization, namely the uniform fabrication in the large schools of
engineers also concentrated in the Paris region. Through the
well known and studied phenomenon of the "pantouflage" the
same personnel turns from the direction of administrations to
the one of the public and sometimes private firms.
* * * * *
II - THE MODELS USED IN THE RHONE-ALPES REGION
As had been underlined, the group of economic and in
particular energy activities of the Rhone-Alpes region does
not consist of an economic system by ｾ ｴ ｳ ･ ｬ ｦ Ｌ since the insti-
tutional and economic structure of France is very centraliied.
Moreover, no proper energy models exist in the Rhone-Alpes region
and the "majority of the ones which do exist are ｣ ･ ｮ ｴ ｲ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｹ Ｌ ｾ ･ ｰ ｲ ･ Ｍ
<."
...
sented by French industries. We will, therefore, here especially
deal with models, the spatial area of which is the nation rather
than the region.
1. - The determining models
The majority of these models are very specific and point out
rather the operational research or the simple gesture of enterprises.
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1.1. - The oil branch models
The different oil corporations have been elaborated at the
brand level(4):
refining models which optimize the gesture and the running of
a refinery, taken into account its technical characteristics,
oil qualities, the supplies and the production program imposed
by the central office of the society, taking into account its
market in the viewpoint of the refinery. In order to do this,
the changeable ･ ｾ ｰ ･ ｮ ｳ ･ ｳ (the buying of unrefined material,
utilities, various products) are reduced to objectives of
given production, and while taking into account specifications
of products, to the assistance of programming techniques;
- models of transport and distribution which reduce the trans-
port expenses, and of the availability of different oil pro-
ducts taking into account the siting of refineries, of depart-
mental storage places and of main areas of consumption. These
models are mostcften regional and also use the programming
of the various algorithms.
Much more general and global models do exist which try to
optimize the strategy of oil companies by planning their invest-
ments of exploration, of refining and of distribution and by
optimizing their strategy of market aquisitions (fuels, white
products .•. ). We must again remind you that half of the French
Qil market is controlled by branches of multi-national firms of
which the politics of investments depends on the group strategy.
(4)see MAURIN - Linearly applied programming - Technip - 1967,
375 ｰ ｾ
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And, with this title, the strategic models do not exist at the
French level in ｴ ｨ ｅ ｾ ｳ ･ branches.
1.2. - The gas branch models
In addition to the models which optimize the management
of a gas pipe-line, taking into account the possible extension
of different regional markets and availability of gas (national
resources, contracts of import), and in addition to models of
reservoir management with underground storage in order to
regulate the areas of demand, few models have been developed
in France by Gaz de France concerning gas. One must also
specify that different methodologies taking the place of infor-
mal models have been utilized either to analyze the competitive-
ness of gas, or to help in choosing the investments.
With the first methodology the outlets of gas have been
studied cases for case by considering the different areas where
it is usable and/or used(S); one determines a price of equiva-
lence of gas from the price of the competing fuel, while taking
into account the profit of utilization and the costs of equipment
and of exploitation of the usable installations.
With the second methodology (6) , "Gaz de France" studies the
profit of investment projects; with the help of a test, it deter-
mines amongst the mass profitable operations (in other words
(S)These areas are just as specific and precise as the tubular
boilers, different types of heating, baking of burnt earth
etc.
(6)Cf. Toromanoff - The choice of investments at the Gaz de France
- ｾ･ｶｵ･ Francaise de l'Enerqie, n 0 260, February '74.
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those of which the profit rate is superior to the rate imposed
by public power), which attribute the best financially estimated
result. It is indeed necessary to cut down on less profitable
projects for the benefits of investments adjusted to the public
means are limited.
1.3. - The electricity branch models
This branch has been a delicate object particularly from
the part of the modelers: the first models of linear program-
ming used in France were developed this way in 1954 at the EDF
for the choice of electrical investments. And since this date,
the researchers of this enterprise are at the point of progress
and utilize new techniques of calculation (non-linear program-
ming, dynamic programming, theory of the optimal order •.• etc).
\
Let us first point out the existence of very specific models
such as the optimization of the cycle of the nuclear fuel(7),
the optimization of the network of electricity transport, the
maXimizing of the security of this network (8) .• etc. But it
would be a good idea to dwell upon more general models and in
particular on the models of demand forecast and the mOdels of
choosing electricity investments.
The forecasting models of electricity demand used by
(7)cf. Simulation model of the nuclear fuel cycle - Charpentier-
Naudet-Paillot - Commission of Atomic Energy, France, 1973,
and Model SEPTEN - Service of Nuclear studies - Direction of
the equipment of the EDF - France, 1972.
(8)J.C. Dodu- Probable model the study of the alimentation
security of a transport network - EDF, 1973
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EDF(9) are relatively simple and based upon extrapolation of
the past starting from statistic relations of simple or multiple
regression type.· These relations (generally logarithmic) connect
J
at the global level (or at the level of highly aggregated
sectors such as the residential and urban sector or the indus-
trial ｳ ･ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｦ ｬ ｾ ｾ ･ quantities of electrical energy with time:
log Ct = a + b • t
or with the economic operation represented by an operational
economic index of the National crude material type (PNB) or
Industrial Added Value (VAl)
log Ct = a + b log PIBt •
The forecasters of the EDF have indeed estimated that
these models obtain the best results qnd that all the efforts
to tie the electricity consumption in with other variables
(such as the relative price of the capital, of the work or of
the fuels with reference to the electricity in the industry, or
the income and/or the amount of households in the ｲ ･ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｮ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｬ
and urban sector) prove to be unsatisfactory (II) • One must
also point out that this econometric approach assumes that
the consumption of electricity was unflexible to the price, and
that the outlets of electricity developed in a relatively
autonomous manner in the well specified areas. The new commer-
cial strategy of EDF and the roughly calculated high price of
i,
(9)In English language - D. Finch, Forecasting the consumption
of Energy and Electricity: the methods used in France - in
Proceedings of the workshop in Madison, pp. 23-36.
(106r even still the high or low potential consumptions.
Ｈ ｬ ｬ ｾ ･ ･ Y. Pioger - Forecasting Power Consumption and models
[or ｾ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｪ ｮ ｱ load curves - Proceedings of the Madison
workshop, p. ·1C)-t)3.
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fuel products, however, cancel all partition between the
markets of different energies and produce more critical methods.
The econometric forecasts must presently be confronted with the
commercial objectives of the firm and are completed by a
prospective carried out in terms of scenarios. One could never
do without methods of extrapolation, but beyond a horizon of
more than five years, the obtained forecasts can be used with
much caution.
In other respects a forecasting model at intermediate
course of the curve of daily charge, is used to define the
output per hour according to the hour, the day, the week and
the manthfrom the extrapolation of different coefficients
characterizing several parameters (12) .
Let us now consider the models of electricity investment
choice. An important bibliography exists on this subject(13).
These models reduce in the long run (1975 - 2000) the up-to-
date electricity production cost over a long period of time to
given production objectives; these objectives are determined
by the forecasts of the global electricity demand brought into
effect with the help of econometric models which have just
(12)See Y. POIGER - Forecasting Power Consumption and Models
for constructing Load Curves - in Proceedings of the
Workshop of Madison, p. 49-83.
(13)see for example in English language: P. Masse and R. Gibrat:
Application of 1iniear programming to investments in the
Electric Power Industry- Management Science no.3 (1957).
F. Bessiere: Methods of Choosing Production Equipment at
Electric de France,European Economic Review, Winter 1969.
(See also F. Bessiere in Proceedings of the Workshop of
Madison (Oct. 1974).
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been mentioned and by a representation of this demand with the
help of weekly load curves. The different types of equipment
of electricity production have been explicitly taken into account
and are characterized by their capacity and the services they are
supposed to render, in other words their functioning during the
different hours of the load curve, taken into account their
availability or hydraulicity for the hydro-electric equipments.
The risks of the hydraulicity and the hourly electricity con-
sumption are taken into account with the help of the established
probabilities starting from past samples and allow to take into
consideration possible failures of the production ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｾ Ｎ
The actual' model (14)uses the theory' of optimal control.
The objective function of reduction is a function of cost comp-
osed of three terms (investment, operating cost, cost of failure(lS».
The control variables are the equipment quantities created year
by year, and the restraints express an obligation of ｳ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｳ ｦ ｡ ｣ ｾ
tion of future demand as is the case with the forced (or limited)
development of certain types of equipment. The algorithm runs
twofold: first, the variables of control are determined" and then
the optimal management of the given power equipment is defined.
The program allows to obtain the optimal equipment plan at the
national level, the duration of economic life of equipments, the
probability of failure, the marginal costs of production of a
(14)
Called the new national model of investment. c.f. D. Levi,
D. Saumon, Description of the New National Model of Invest-
ment, Internal Memo of the EDF, May 1973.
(lS)The cost of power-failure is a non-linear function increas-
ing in relation to the duration and the amplitude of the
power failure.
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IkWh (according to the hour, day dnd month) and the values of
use of ･ ｱ ｾ ｩ ｰ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｳ (values in use). The marginal costs which
have also thus been determined, serve to establish the electri-
city tariffs. In order to do this, one adds to them the mar-
ginal transport costs and costs of distribution calculated in
other respects and a "toll" which permits the EDF to reach the
budget equilibrium and even to possess an appreciable self-
financing capacity (16) . The values of usage thus determined
serve for the comparison of individual hydro-electric projects
with a reference equipment (classical thermic or nuclear), which
serves the· purpose (17)of studying their profitability.
These models or investment choice are particularly complex
to the extent that the system of French electricity production
is a hydraulic mixed system - classical thermic (or nuclear) (18) ,
which makes a rather detailed representation of the management
of the different hydraulic equipments necessary (current, locks,
reservoirs, pumps) during different hours of the year, taking
into account the daily, weekly or seasonal reports which they
justify. In the actual model, a sub-model simulates the
management of the electricity zone such that the diagram.of
(16)on this subject see: P.Stasi - The Rational Use of Electri-
cal Energy. The Contribution of Tariffing, Symposium on the
Rationalization of the Consumption of Electrical Energy -
Varsovie, 1962.
Also see in English: C. Berthomieu - Theory and Practice of
Electricity Pricing in France, Workshop of Madison 1974.
<l7)This decentralized procedure is called the "Blue Note ll • See
for example M. Boiteux and F. Bessiere: On the Use of Aggre-
gate and Marginal Methods in Choosing Investments, in J.R.
Nelson, Optimal Investment Decisions, 1962, Prenctice Hall,
Inc.
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weekly loading (or monthly) of the classical thermic zone
would be as level as possible. On the other hand, if we define
precisely that, amongst the successive models of investment
choice which succeed one another, the only model "investments
85" ｣ ｾ ｮ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｵ ｣ ｴ ･ ､ in 1965 (18) was disaggregated in 5 regions: the
region of the Rhone-Alpes, established with the Mediterranian
region the Cote d'Azur, ｴ ｨ ｾ South-West region of this model,
and it was connected with the other regions by variables of
interregional exchanges. The objective was not to determine
the transport but to try to trace a primary scheme of optimal
localization of the production equipments, while considering
the siting of the hydraulic and consumers' resources.
It is necessary to define that these models of investment
only integrate the private costs and, by no means social costs
as far as the degradation of the environment is concerned
dragged along by the atmospheric of water pollution and by the
ground occuption. In other words not a single environmental
restraint has explicitly been taken into account. From a
practical point of view, .for example, these models have never
integrated explicitly the choice of siting of the electricity
installations since almost the totality amongst them have
not been regionalized (19). Thus, in France where there are
few water cqurses available enough to support without risk the
installation of numerous thermal trenches, the cooling problem
(18) and while using the non-linear programming
(19)The regional branching made effective in the model
"Investements 85/1 was not fine enough to permit the taking
into consideration of this problem.
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of thermal central ｩ ｮ ｳ ｴ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｾ ｰ ｲ ･ ｶ ｡ ｩ ｬ ｳ over the transport
expenditures ever since the choice of siting of these factories.
Considering the environmental impacts '. it does not exclude,
however,the preoccupations of the EDF and their calculations (20) •
The ecological problems have been evaluated with reference to
a group of factors dealing with areas as varied as physics,
medicine, biology or psychology; certain considered elements
are only qualitative or subjective and have been integrated
because of judgements or explicit or implicit choices made by
warned citizens supposed to express the behavior and the aspira-
tions of the collectivity. The evaluation of the importance
relative to ecolog1cal problems put by different production
installations has been calculated according to the same unit by
means of "ecological points". Seven types of ecological prob-.
lems have been filed;(2l)furthermore, for a similar type of
ecological problem, the value brought up to date by impacts
driven by these different techniques, has been evaluated; and
finally, according to a comparison between the different types
f ' t 'thth hI f '1' 't' f (22)o 1mpac s W1 e e p 0 an 1mp 1C1 pre erence function,
the group of values of impacts of different installations has
been calculated with these "ecological factors". Later on, one
(20)Harmful effects of radio-nuclear or1g1n, noise and vibra-
tions of electricity or radio-electric origin, other harmful
effects causing change of air, water, ground •• etc.
(2l)units of 600MW, for instance, classical thermal central
facilities.
(22)This function of preference expresses the level of preoccu-
pations attached to each category of harmful effects and is
based on subjective considerations (levels acceptable for
change of natural environment, quality of atmosphere •. etc).
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'can evaluate the ecological gain of eaCh action engaged or to
be engaged in order to reduce the harmful effects, and with the
same one can obtaiL an implicit evaluation in monetary terms of
this ecological point, an evaluation which will, however,
remain more or less inexact. There is no room to dwell further
and longer upon this approach of environmental problems which, you
will remember, is not directly related to the choice models of the
EDF investments.
At the sectorial level no global model of decisive type
exists destined to inform of the choice of public power or of
organisms close to those. In fact, it does not exist for the
regional energy system. Previously, a method of energy planning
existed, used in the framework of the IVo and of the VO Plan
Francais (23)which was a kind of informal model and which per-
mitted the determir-ation of energy supply of France at the lowest
cost while taking into account an objective of security provisions.
But this method hac been abandoned in 1970, since tne concept of
the VO Plan, as the public power did no longer have the command
over the energy system.
Let us, however, mention the existence of a model of simu-
lation of the financing of the energy 'sector which permits the
forecasting of 1970 will 1985 (or 1990) of the consequences at
medium and long-term modifications of energy politics (tariffs,
taxes, investments, regulation) (24) on the financing, employment
and annual needs of investment and the budgets of the sector
(23)1961 - 1965 and 1966 - 70.
(24)FINER 1 s model constructed by D. Blain at the Ministry of
Economics and Finances, No. 1972.
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enterprises.
2. - The Cognitive Models
To our knowledge, very few efforts have been made in France
to study the French energy system with the help of models in
order to improve the knowledge and to make an exploration of
its future effectiveness.
One can observe, for example, the use of a method of
scenarios permitting the reduction of the complexity of the
studied system by selecting the most important factors and
one to trace different scenarios of the development of nuclear
energy up to the horizon of 2000(25) .
At the Energy Institute of Grenoble, a model of optimiza-
tion of the energy sector(26) has been developed without a tie
to the public power (27) . Its goal is to test the reactions of
the French energy system with modifications of its political
and economic environment:
- price of oil
- cost of nuclear facilities
- development of certain technologies
- policy of preserving the environment
- policy of securing the supplies or of limiting the
oil dependency ••. etc.
(25)It does, in other words, not serve directly to help the
sectorial decision makers.
(26)see the subject of D. Finon - The Energy Model - optimiza-
tion of the French Sector of Energy by Global Approach;
dissertation, 520 pages, Grenoble, March, 1975.
In English language: D. Finon, Optimization Models for the
French Energy Sector, Energy Policy, Vol 2m No.2, June 1974,
pp. 136 - 15l.
(27)It, therefore, does not serve directly to aid the sectorial
(\C'l'ision IndkC'rs.
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The model uses the linear programming in order to reduce
the group of actual costs of investment and exploitation brought
into effect to satisfy the energy demand, while considering the
utilisation expenses, and .the one over the period of 1975 - 2020.
This energy companies have been understood as being centralized,
France being considered as one total.
The system, which is represented by a graph in which the
curves represent the economic operations (extraction, import,
treatment, transformation, transport, consumption) is pointed
out by the group of energy companies on the French ｴ ･ ｲ ｲ ｩ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｹ ｾ
"It combines the energy consumptions with arbitrary possibilities
between the different forms of final energy in the competing
areas of ther thermal usages. In its actual version, only the
emissions of 502 have been taken into consideration amongst
the group of attacks on the environment, but the method of
formation could easily be stretched towards other types of impacts.
ｾ ｨ ･ model chooses between the different processes of pro-
duction of different types of energy, which are represented by
the diagram, on the basis of the minimizing of the cost, under
the restrainst of demand satisfaction and under different political
constraints (limitation of the oil dependancy, possible speed-
ing up of the nuclear program, limitation of the level of emissions
etc). The variables of the model are, in other words, the
flows assuming the arches of the graph during different years
(variables of exploitation) and the instalment capacities to be
created in the future (variables of instalment). The different
parts of the model, in other words, have been built according to
a sub-system of consumption and to a sub-system of production.
,-
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a) The sub-system of consumption: The demand is partly endogen-
ous to the model. In addition ot the proper consumption of the
sector, the consumptions to be satisfied are disintegrated in
three groups of consumters (industry, transport, domestic fur-
naces), nine types of final energy (coke, coal, gas, electricity,
motor fuels for the transport systems, naphtaline for chemistry,
domestic fuel, heavy sulphurized fuel, heaYy weight fuel with
a sulphur content). One actually distinguishes among two
types of usages: the specific usages and the usages which can
be substitutes. These last ones are mainly constructed by the
area of thermal usages(28) in which there exists the competition
between the different forms of energy.
Suppose c is a group of consumers:
1
x (<I>, c)
11
x (<I>, c)
r (<I> ,c)
D (<I>, c)
Uc
T (<I>, c)
x (<I>, c)
a form of final energy
the flows of this form are directed
towards specific usages
the flows directed towards the use
of thermics
the output of-utilization from
consumer's c apparatus
the specific needs of energy used
by the consumer
the needs of thermal energy used by
the consumer
the starting capacity of the energy
utility apparatus of the consumer
up to the thermal expiration
the capacity created between the
starting date and the considered date.
(28)one considers different areas in which the characteristics of
the competition between energies are different (use of ｨ ･ ｡ ｾ
and oven heat in the industry, heating_ of individual homes and
collective heating in the residential sector).
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Restraints of satisfaction of the energy demand
- specific needs: ｸ ｬ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｣ Ｉ ｾ ｄ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｣ Ｉ for all ｾ
- replaceable neejs: ｅ ｲ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｣ Ｉ • ｸｬｬＨｾＬ｣Ｉ ｾ Uc
ｾ
Capacity restraints: ｸ ｬ ｬ Ｈ ｾ Ｌ ｣ Ｉ ( ｔＨｾＬ｣Ｉ + ｘＨｾＬ｣Ｉ
The ｯ ｢ ｪ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｶ ｬ ｾ function of this sub-system is a part of the
objective function of the complete system and contains the cost
of utility installation and the expenses of purchase of energies (29) •
b) The subsystem of'production: The model is connected with the
different sub-systems of production (coal, gas, electicity and
oil). The graph shows the interdependances between the operations
and represents ｴ ｨ Ｈ ｾ ways of manipulating the installations: con-
tribution of elec1xicfry installations to the various honorary
posts of the load curve, considering the different types of un-
refined oil and of different severities of distillation. In the
new version used· at this actual moment, it combines the low
enthalpy geothermics, the solar energy for heating of halls and
the recovery of the heat of central installations, etc.
The optimiza1:ion permits the realization of various arbi-
trations:
arbitrations between energy forms in the different competing
areas
(29)we should underline the fact that the model combines this way
possibilities of choice between energies at the level of
final consumption parallel to the classical arbitrations of the
energy produc1:ion system. The representation of phenomena of
replacement between energies has nothing to do with the consumpti I
price flexibilities, the use of which appears critical in every
long term models
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- arbitrations bebleen the processes which are more or less
capitalistic
- arbitrations bebleen energies to be imported and energies before
they are locally produced
- arbitrations between production process and more or less pollu-
ting consumption production(30).
It is thus possible to obtain for the various years of the
1975 - 2020 period, taken into account the value of the different
parameters,
- the primary energy evaluation
- the global or disaggregated end-energy evaluation
- the production zone and consumption facility
- the activity of the different facilities
- the rising of necessary investments to the adaption of the park
- the needs for necessary devices for import of fuels
-the year to year total expenses (brought up to date or not)
- the emissions of pollutants considered in the model
This type of model, which by no means can take the place of
the "deci.sion makers", would allow them however, to appreciate
the rigidity of the energy structure, the competing situations
between the energy types in the various areas where there is
( 30)
The limitation of the emissions develops at the global level
of France. Such a procedure can seem to be limited and even
be criticized, especially as a single impact is considered.
However.not everything should be rejected at first sight:
at the national level on can thus fix thresholds of emissions
or of waste materials not to be overlooked, which would be
defined in such a way that the harmful effects observed by
individuals would be acceptable at the level in the most
polluted geographical sectors. (See the subject of D. Finon,
"Evaluation of the Costs of an Environment Protection Policy
on the French Energy System in OECD", Energy and Environment,
Paris, 1974, pp. 239 - 273.
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competition,and possibly their managing of operation (31) . This
is in our opinion the ideal tool to obtain some idea of the
future of an energy or new technology 15 - 25 years from now
(for instance, solar energy, ｧ ･ ｯ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ ｾ ｩ ｣ ｳ Ｌ ｨ ｹ ､ ｲ ｯ ｧ ･ ｮ or recovering
of heat from central facilities) (32, 33). In the future the model
will be reviewed to study specifically these new energies and
ｴ ･ ｣ ｨ ｮ ｩ ｱ ｵ ･ ｳ ｾ it will also be improved at the level of the represen-
tation of the arbitrations of consumers by a disaggregation which is
more pushed by the type of usages and of considered agents. (34) .
(31) See the example, of utilization of the model on a variation
of the investment cost of the central facilities.
(32)Others have a much more normal idea of this type of tool
and would like to use it to calculate the optimal distribu-
tion between the various energies and to reduce the prices
and optimal tariffs (with the help of dual variables) which
allow to guide the consumers' choice in the best sense for
the collectivity. We prefer to tune a more prospective
function with this type of tools.
(33)The model in its ｨ ･ ｾ version is actually used in a very prag-
matic manner on the energy sector of nine countries of the CEE
with the help of a graph general enough to be applied to each
amongst themselves. The goal is to calculate at the same time
the annual needs of investments and devices from 1985 on and to
trace various energy futures up to 2000-2080 taking 'into account
the value of the parameters. One foresees the further study of
the compatability of the optimal locations with the global
optimum of nine sectors which are integrated together.
(34)And this, in connection with the research developed at the
IEJE by B. Chateau and B. Lapillonne on a prospective by
systems analysis of the enrgy demand at the year 2000,this
demand was seized from an analytical point of view by the
consumers' sector and taken into account with the present and
future techniques.
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No matter what the situation is, let us underline that this type
of model can be (and will be able to be more in an improved
version) a good im,trument to appreciate the three fundamental
elements of the em'rgy policy:
- the energy economy
- the development of national resources
- the choice of the sources of input
for the sake of various criteria: the lowest cost for the (taking
into account the fj.nancing problems), the least economic depend-
ancy towards abroad, the security of supplies, and finally, the
I " I whl."ch should be· 11."ml."ted(35).eco og l.ca consequEmces
* * * * * *
In short, no specij:ic models exist in the Rhone-Alpes Region, but
models covering the group of French operation of one branch or
of one sector. This is mainly due to the institutional and
economic centralization of France.
Among the existing models, the most numerous ones are
decision models covering one branch and, in this particular
branch, well speciiied operations. They utilize in general the
optimization techniques. At the. global sectorial level, the
only formalized model which exists rather serves a prospective
goal without a real tie with the centers of public or private
decision.
(35)The reduction of the dependancy towards abroad by the
development of national resources and by energy economy has
strong limits resulting from the criterion of lesser cost.
Part II
EXM·WLE OF USAGE OF THE ENERGY MODEL
Energy Institute
Grenoble, 1975
Translated by A.C. Foell
Before the reformulation of the model in 1975, the program
contained 1180 linE:s and 4585 columns and was solved on IBM
360-65 computer in 45 minutes.
The ENERGY model has been tested during the entire year
of 1974 in order to study the reactions of the French energy
system to modificat.ions of its economic and political environ-
ment:
- price of imported energy
,
- cost of nuclear reactors
- policy of ｲ ｾ ､ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ of oil dependancy
- policy of limitation of emissions of pollutants.
The confusions of the energy context have increased the
difficulties of working out hypotheses concerning the evolution
of external parameters, in particular at the level of energy
consumption. A series of thirty tests have nevertheless been
effective and their results have provided a rich instruction.
The utilization has been put into practice beginning with
a variation of parameters around a base case. One of these
variants which we ｾ ｬ ｩ ｬ ｬ present here concerns the cost of nuclear
installations. In the basic case, this investment cost was
assumed at 1 220 F/kW (in F 1970, interest during construction
and the first initial fuel loading were included). (1)
( 1)
·Which corresponds with a simple investment cost of 900 F/kW
(agreed in France 1975, 1 280 F/kW) .
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In the variant conEidered, the same cost was fixed at the level
of 1 700 F/kW(2}. By using the forecasts of demands correspon-
ding to the evaluat.ions of the ｐ ｾ ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｮ ｧ Commission before the
crisis(3} and a prjce of oil of 10%/bbl (given price), we
obtain in the basic: case and in the variant the following results:
Table: Primary compared balances (in Mtec, non-energy oil not
included)
1000kWh = 1980 1985 1990 2000
0.33 Tec
B N B N B N B N
Fuels 350.9 350.5' 382.2 405.2 433.6 449.1 472.0 478.3
Primary
Electricity 34.7 34.7 111. 2 69.2 163.9 139.1 315.8 304.6
-
_.-----I-
TOTAL 385.6 385. €, 493.4 i 474.2 597.5 588.1 787.8 782.9
-L- i
(B = basic case; N = variant)
From one test to another, one observes in 1985 and 1990 a decrease
in the production of primary electricity, benefiting imported
fuels and in particular, hydrocarbons. However, one sees no alter-
ation in the result:s for the year 1980'. Thus the relative simila-
rity of the resultB for the year 2000 would reveal that the leeway
for nuclear electricity was taken up between 1980 and 1990. The
substitutions for t.he primary demand are found again at the level
of the secondary demand.
(2}Which corresponds with an investment cost of 1 280 F/kW (1 750
F/kW, agreed in France 1975)
(3}source; ｓ ｫ ｾ ｴ ｣ ｨ of the French energy balance for the year 2000,
Roneote, 5.p., October 1973.
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Table: Secondary compared balances (in HTec)
,
1000 kWh = 1980 1985 1990 2000
0.33 Tec B N B N B N B N
Coal (except 9.2 9.2 8.4 8.4 3.2 18.4 1.5 7.7
for coke
Oil· 175.2 175.2 190.1 211.5 22.6 22.6 268.7 268.7
products
Gas - GPL 37.1 37.1 37.1 35.5 42.0 42.0 53.6 53.6
Electricity 72.3 72.3 142.3 102.4 182.1 158.5 309.0 299.4
TOTAL 293.8 293.8 377.9 357.8 453.3 444.9 632.8 629.4
This one shows that in these tests there has been a development
identical to the classical central thermal facilities, which
confirms the comparison of electricity investment programs.
Table: Program of electricity investments (MW)
1976 - 1980 1981 - 1985 1986 - 1990 Ｑ ｟ Ｙ Ｙ ｾ - 2000MW I -B N B N B N B N
Classical 2691 2691 - - - - 201.2 201.2
Thermal
Nuclear 251 251 36336 16614 - - - -
LWR
i Breeders - - - - 22649 33846 77321 81133
On this last table one also ascertains the net delay with the
nuclear program in the N test between 1981 and 1985 (19772 MW),
a delay accum1ated progressively beginning in 1986.
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The total production of electricity shows also a sensitive
decline from one test to another, explained by the fact that
in 1985 only half of the nuclear capacity installed in the
basic case is present in the test N.
Table: Comparison of the total productions of electricity (TWh)
1980 1985 1990 2000
B N B N B N B N
240 240 462 336 590 511 996 966
At the consumption levels this will be translated by a modification
at the decline of consumptions of the industrial sector in the
sense of electric energy consumed up to thermic expirations.
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Table: Comparison of energy consUmptions of the industrial sector
(in M.Tec)
MTec 1000 kWh 1980 1985 1990 2000
= 0.33 Tec
,
B N B N B N B N
C:oal - 5.7 5.7 6.2 6.2 2.1 17.4 1.4 7.7
-- -- -- --
except coke
Oil products 41.0 41.0 39.2 58.8 5!L5 58.5 110.6 110.6
Gas 21.6 21.6 14.3 14.3 8.0 8.0 10.0 10.0
-- -- --
Electricity 34.8 34.8 81. 7 41.9 98.1 74.8 84.3 74.8
-- -- -- --
TOTAL 103.1 103.1 141.4 121.2 166.7 158.7 206.3 203.2
(Note: The consumption levels of an energy from which correspond,
at the optimum, with the satisfactory levels of single specific
needs are underlined).
The height of the cost of KW nuclear can in other respects not
have an influence at the level of electricity use in domestic
car heaters, for already in the fUndamental case, the electric
heating does not develop between 1976 and 2000.
The model thus allows us to analyse the impact of a modi-
fication such as the cost of nuclear KW. Such a. rise also has
an impact on the energy sector through a replacement of elec-
tricity by fuels in competing areas where electricity was
competitive, and not through a development of classical thermic
central facilities and while keeping installations run by
electricity in the fundamental case. This absence of change in
the respect of the classical thermics can be interpreted as a
confirmation of the competing nuclear quality since, if the classical
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thermic production is situated in the competitive nuclear
zone in the ｦ ｵ ｮ ､ ｡ ｭ ｬ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｬ case, the rising nuclear cost in the N
test would have had to favor its development.
This usage of the model compared with the results of tests
carried our from tle beginning of various hypotheses at the level
of parameters, sho'", evidence of the sensiwities of the presented
system. Another kind of possible usage consists in the compari-
son of test results with the forecasts of the authorities and
by drawing some in3tructions from it. It also seemed such
that with retained data, the electric heating would not be
available before the end of the century (4) ; the result would
not have been necessary for our representation since various
calculations carrizd out in France by certain bodies such as
ministries, Gaz de France, oil firms, IEJE, confirm this result.
As a matter of fact, like ｳ ｾ ｰ ｰ ｬ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｲ ｹ results of optim-
,ization, it is possible to deduce the expenses in capital and in
currencies necessary for the supplying of the yearly collectivity,
knowing that one is familiar with the equipment to be created
and their cost just as the energy quantities to be imported and
their prices.
The following tables have to do with a test carried out
according to consumption forecasts established in March 1974
by the General Planning Committee.
(4)For more detailed results, see, D. Finon, The Energy Model,
Thesis, 520 p. Grenoble, March, 1975.
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Table: Capacity 0:: equipment to be installed during the
different periods and annual joint investment expenses
. in 1980, 1985, 1990 and 2000 (Test B3)
0.067.5 781.51 89F/T 0.270Coking plants 13.0 95F/T
(M, T/year)
Ｑ Ｍ Ｍ ｟ Ｑ Ｚ Ｎ Ｚ Ｙ Ｚ Ｎ Ｎ Ｎ Ｚ Ｎ Ｗ ｾ Ｖ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ］ ｬ Ｚ Ｎ Ｚ Ｎ Ｙ ｔ Ｘ Ｐ ］ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｚ Ｎ Ｎ Ｑ 1981 - 1985 1r-_-1--;-9_8-_6_-_l--r9_90_---1If-__1...,9_91_-_20_00 _ ｾ Ｌ
(1) (2) (3) 1 (1) (2) (3O, (1) (2) I (3) (1) (2) (3)
-------If----+---+---f--i -t----t---t---/----I---f----1---.j---!
0.247)
Storing of
gas (l09 t h)
Thermic gas
(MW)
0.57 24C/Th 0.0031
I
i
t 2046 470
F/KW
0.10
Nuclear LWR
(MW)
15115 1082 3.27
F/KW
31100 961 6.01
F/KW
45F/T 0.21
25F IT 0.21
790 5.51 83226
F/KW
4.6 57F/T 0.05
0.13
0.15
0.00
0.24
0.051
5.84
0.66
270
FIT
50F/T
25F/T
22.5
FIT
48F/T
702
'F/KW
45F/T
0.9
5.6
27.3
22.2
98.1
146.245F IT 1. 35
..
4.6 ｾ ｝ ｏ 0.25
FIT
28.75 50F/T 0.28
15.2 23.7 0.07
FIT
41.2 25F/T 0.20
150.5
34881
270 0.15
FIT
50F/T 0.38
24.9 0.09
FIT
145> IT 0.76
25F/T 0.19
I
2.9
38.3
17 .5
37.8
84.9
,
- I
0.16270
FIT
3
23.7
41.9Cracking
Plants
Desu1phur-
ization
Gas oil
DeGulphur-
ization
Fuel
Storage
Products
Oil
Steam
Cracking
Distilla-
tion
Breeders
(MW)
TOTAL
EXPENSES ; 4.10 7.85 7.71 7.2":"-- ....!...-_--'---'-------L-_---l --L .L.-_........J. --J..__l-_-J. L-_
Column 1: Capacities created during the sub-period
Column' 2: Unitary cost of last year's investment of the sub-
period (considering the technical progress)
", Column 3: Investment expenditures (in 109 Francs, 1970) of
each preceding year, the capacity created during the
sub-period uniformly started again between the
different years of those.
Table: Quality of Inported Energy and Associated Capital Needs
(Test B3)
.. _.. - ｾＮＮＮＭＭＢＮＧ . .. ｾＮ｟ＮＬ - - -_._.. ,
·_··········_--·---·1'---
:'.980 1985
---i----·T I (3) I(1) (2) : (3) (4)! 0) I (2) (4)
109 th ＾ Ｍ ｾ Ｏ ｴ ｾ ｾ ｾ Ｑ Ｐ Ｙ F_ 109th I 109FMTeC MTeC c/th
Coal Gas
Coal Gas 5.3 37.1 2.5 0.9 8.7 60.9 2.6 1.5
Coal & 29.0 203.3 3.2 6.6 38.3 268.0 3.4 9.1
coke
Coke 3.0 21.0 4.7 0.9 1.2 8.4 4.9 ｏ ｾ 4
,
10.2 71.4 3.8 2.7Natural 24.5 171.5 2.8 I 4.8
gas i 1655.0Petroleum 219.0 1533.0 2.9 44.4 236.5 2.9 74.9
products
-----
---_.-
TOTAL I 57.7 61. 8CURRENCY I
-- --_.- .•._,. ---- .. _- . -_. _.- .. _._---_._ ....__.- ..... .
1390 2000
- ...--_. r---·---·· t -----_ .... - ---_.
(1) (2) (3)' (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)
MTeC 10J th c/th 109 th MTeC 109th c/th 109F
--
.-
Coal Gas 1.4 9.8 2.6 0.2 1.4 9.8 2.6 0.2
Coal & 34.9 244.3 3.4 8.3 35.7 249.9 3.4 8.4
coke
Coke 8.9 62.3 4.9 3.0 12.7 88.9 4.9 4.4
Natural 5.6 39.2 3.2 1.2 16.5 115.5 3.2 3.6
gas
Petroleum 293.3 2046.1 2.9 59.3 339.0 2373.0 2.9 68.8
products
TOTAL 72.2CURRENCY 85.6
Column 1:
Column 2 :
Column 3:
Column 4:
Quantities imported in MTeC.
Quantity imported in 109 th .
Cost of energy imported expressed in c/th.
Required Capital, expressed in 109 Francs
1970.
Draft Outline for the ｄ ･ ｳ ｾ ｲ ｩ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ of the Energy System Modeling
Activities in Wisconsin
James L. Pappas
Energy System and Policy ｒ ｾ ｳ ･ ｡ ｲ ｣ ｨ Group
University of Wisconsin
Energy system modeling activity in Wisconsin is comprised of a
variety of efforts in both the public and private sectors,
aimed at an analysis of problems associeated with energy supply,
demand, and environmental impact. The fragmentation of these
efforts is extreme with many parallel modeling activities being
carried on simultaneously.
The causality for t.he nature of both Wisconsin energy systems
and the modeling activities associated with that system is found
largely in the social, economic, environmental and political
structure of the state. Wisconsin is richly endowed with both
natural and human energy reserves. It does not, however, have
any significant endogenous energy reserves. Historically, agri-
culture, resource extraction and processing, and tourism or
recreational activities have played major roles in the state's
economy. An intensive, broad based industrial sector has
developed in the southeastern portion of the state and it is
here that the vast majority of the state's populace now reside •.
Wisconsin's energy system evolved in response to the energy re-
quirements generated by this pattern of economic growth and
development. This evolution occurred largely through the inter-
action of suppliers and consumers in a private market setting
with virtually no integrated planning and relatively limited
direct government intervention. This historical pattern of a
limited government role in Wisconsin energy system development
stems from many factors. The virtual lack of energy resources
in the state, however, is undoubtedly a major factor, partic-
ularly when coupled with a national policy aimed at making
nergy readily available in the private sector markets at rela-
tively low prices. In short, the enrgy sector has historically
been neither a major component of Wisconsin gross state product,
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nor a major constraint on the ｳ ｴ ｡ ｾ ･ Ｇ ｳ economic development. It
has not, therefore, been an area of major concern to the state
government.
Because of the primary reliance on private sector development of
the Wisconsin energy system, and the relatively limited govern-
ment concern related to this sector, the resultant disaggrega-
tion in energy analysis and planning makes it impossible to
describe a unique well integrated energy modeling system for
the state. Instead, one finds a variety of parallel modeling
activities being carried on not only by the suppliers (and major
consumers) of various energy resources in private sector, but
also, because of the relatively recent realization of the impor-
tance of energy to the state's economic well being on the part
of the state's political leaders, in numerous state agencies.
Because of the disaggregation, we have chosen in this report to
outline the various modeling approaches being used in both the
private and the public sectors and to describe the institutional
mechanisms through which linkages occur.
While energy modeling in Wisconsin encompasses the entire range
of activities associated with analyzing the state's energy
system -- from long range forecasting and planning to operation
management -- most individual efforts are rather narrow in scope.
That is, they focus on either a specific energy source, or on a
particular energy policy problem. An exception to this generali-
zation is the work of the Energy Systems and Policy Research
Group (ESPRG) at the University of Wisconsin. This multidisci-
plinary research activity has resulted in the development of a
computerized dynamic simulation model of Wisconsin's energy
system. The Wisconsin Regional Energy Model (WISE) combines an
engineering and economic approach to model the state's energy
system within a multi-dimensional framework that descrives energy
demand, conversion, transport and use -- explicitly accounting
ｦ ｾ ｲ technological, economic and environmental interactions. It
consists of a collection of submodels which combine in. simple
mathematical terms, data and information about energy flows in
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Wisconsin to describe or simulate, the energy system and its
relationship to other characteristics of the state, e.g. demo-
graphic, economic, and environmental. A simulation structure
was chosen for several reasons.
First, simulation is a convenient method of integrating the
variety of analytical techniques likely to be employed in a
multidisciplinary "effort of this type. Second, a simulation
structure provides a great deal of flexibility in both the model-
ing process and apFlication of the model to system analysis. For
example, it enables one to modiy selected components of the
system without the necessity to rework the entire model, and to
focus attention on specific areas of the energy system as well
as on the system as a whole. Finally, the simulation structure
lends itself to the scenario generating approach that is extre-
mely useful in the analysis of major policy issues and alter-
natives. That is, simulation facilitates the application of the
model to questions of the "what if" type. The WISE model is
designed primarily for intermediate to long-range planning
analysis and has among other applications been used to:
1) forecast energy demand by energy source and user clas-
sification,
2) estimate the additions required to the electricity
generating, transmission, and distribution facilities
in the state,
3) examine the environmental impacts associated with alter-
native future energy use patterns, and
4) analyze the role that conservation can play in deter-
mining the state's energy future.
Rather than dwell on the specific structure and use of the WISE
model (which is examined in detail in other ESPRG publications) ,
we turn now to a brief look at other energy modeling activities
in the state. We will structure this survey on the basis of model
types and use.
Because of the virtual inseparability of energy use and economic
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activity, virually all modeling activities incorporate a general
economic forecast for the state. iThese forecasts are prepared
in both the public and private sectors using a variety of method-
ologies - ranging from simple trend projections to complex
econometric and input/output models. Within the state agencies,
independent forecasts are prepared by the Department of Industry,
Labor, and Human Relations, the Department of Revenue,· and faculty
at the University of Wisconsin. Although these forecasts are
prepared for a variety of different uses and are not often recon-
ciled, there is a high correlation between the various projections.
This undoubtedly stems in large part from the fact that Wisconsin
economy and all state foreca·sts are inherently based on the same
projections of national economic activity levels.
Population size and characteristics provide another basic input
into all energy moceling activities. In Wisconsin this factor is
modeled in detail by the Office of the state Demographer. This
model is age, sex, and county specific and includes considerations
of migration, ferti.lity and mortality. Detailed population pro-
jections are provided out to the 21st century.
Energy demand forecasts in Wisconsin (other than those prepared
by the ESPRG) have typically been on a single energy source
basis. Until very recently, virtually all of this work was done
in the private-sector and on a firm by firm basis. Thus, for
example,individual electric utilities could be expected to pro-
ject demand by major user categories within their respective
service areas. Typically these projections entailed extrapolation
of historical trends adjusted for any major structural change
in user composition which the utility was aware of. These models
served quite well over an extended period due to the regularity
which characterized the development and growth of not only
electricity, but also the entire energy system in Wisconsin
until the beginning of this decade. The nature of demand modeling
in the other energy industries closely parallels that in the
electric utility sector. Gas utilities and suppliers of fuel oil
and gasoline all tend to trend historical data on customer use,
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population and income growth, and market penetration to develop
projections of future demand. In many cases the state is not the
relevant market area, and hence, no "Wisconsin projection" is
forthcoming.
Recently the state has moved into the arena of energy demand
forecasting. These activities began with the public service
commission (PSC) beginning to aggregate the forecasts of indi-
vidual electric utilities and suppliers to develop a clearer
picture of the projected generation, transmission and distribution
system in the state. They have relied to this point on the pro-
jections provided by the utilities and by the ESPRG at the Uni-
versity, and while they are developing the capability for "in
house" demand estimation, do not currently engage in an indepen-
dent effort.
The other state agency currently directly involved in energy demand
forecasting or projection is the Office of Emergency Energy
Assistance (OEEA). This newly formed agency is charged with the
responsibility for assisting with the allocation of energy
resources when the market becomes inoperative because of a major
imbalance between supply and demand (i.e. when price is not
allowed to play its role as the allocative mechanism) and to
assist in the development of an energy policy for the state. The
OEEA has thus far been active primarily in short term energy is-
sues ｾ ｮ ､ thus has not developed the capability for intermediate
to long-range energy forecasting, relying instead on the ESPRG
work and other externally generated projections in those-instances
where required.
Investment modeling activities in Wisconsin parallel closely
those in the demand area. The individual utilities typically have
detailed engineering models which project the time pattern of
investment requireQents based on projections of future system
equipment needs and estimates of the technologically available
means of satisfying those needs. These models are typically
of either a simulation or mathematical programming nature with
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cost minimization the primary objective in the latter case. The
PSC also uses a simulation model to evaluate the proposed invest-
ment schemese of the utilities. This work is done primarily on
a company by company basis and only recently has work begun on a
systemwide effort patterned after the work by the ESPRG. Invest-
ment planning in the oil, coal, gasoline and other non state
regulated energy sectors is done again on a firm by firm basis.
These corporate planning activities employ a variety of modeling
techniques. In many cases the Wisconsin component is small --
relating primarily to distribution efforts in terms of in state
expenditures -- and related to such items as growth in the Wis-
consin market and relative profitability of operating in this
state as opposed to others.
A final area where energy related modeling is taking place in
Wisconsin relates to environmental impact. Here the effort is
more completely int.egrated into state planning activities due to
the need to ensure compliance with both state and national
environmental standard. In this effort the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) has responsibility for both developing
standards to ensure compliance with the codes and for monitoring
emissions in the state. In this effort, they are developing
their own models for some specific analyses. They are, for
example, working closely with the PSC in the development of impact
statements for future electric utility generating plants. Here
the effort is similar to that used in the ESPRG environmental
impact model but with greater emphasis on site specific relation-
ships. Similar work" is being carried on by the utility firms in
the state as a part of the licensing requirement for new plants.
The DNR is also working on broader models of air and water qual-
ity. In ｾ ｨ ･ air quality effort they are extending the work of
another University of Wisconsin Research Project. This model
projects fuel use for industrial activity, transportation acti-
vity, and activities in the residential and commercial sectors
which generate environmental pollutants. From this, emission
levels are estimated and alternative standards evaluated. To
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date, these DNR modeling activities have been aimed very speci-
fically at implementing environmental pollution abatement stan-
dards and are, therefore, both more site specific and less
inclusive than the ESPRG environmental modeling.
This brief statement of the energy related modeling activities
in Wisconsin is aimed at providing an overview of the systems
used for energy analysis. It touches only.briefly on even the
most significant efforts and can by no means be considered a
complete statement of either the individual modeling activities
or of the linkages between the agencies and institutions in-
volved. Considerably more detail will be provided in the forth-
coming paper.
